
e-track
Assess pro
Takes the assessment 
process offline on a mobile 
device.
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e-track Assess pro is a mobile app 

available on iOS and Android. It allows 

for an assessor to carry out the 

assessment process offline, directly 

loading evidence and mappings into 

the learner’s e-track portfolio. The 

app allows an assessor to manage 

objectives and visits and performs 

automatic synchronisations with 

e-track. 

Offline learner record 
access

Offline offers an integrated 
user expereince to the 
assessor and learner. 

Information is captured and 
evidence recorded in detail.

iOS and android apps

An app allows the user 
to carry out this process 
including event creation, 

target date editing, evidence 
file gathering, evidence file 

mapping, note taking and 
future visit planning.

Auto synchronisation

Information is automatically 
synced avoiding disjointed 
processes and the need for 
manual data to be recorded 

for entry into the system.

Offline assessment 
process

The assessor carries out the 
entire online assessment 

process and objective 
management offline on a 

single device. 



A single place to store, 
manage and track all your 
learning resources.
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Increasing positive outcomes through 

seamless and tracked interaction 

between your learners, training

resources and responsible staff 

members. Enabling assessors and 

verifiers to gain 100% visibility of each 

learner’s journey whilst delivering

multiple efficiencies for the business. 

Make informed and timely decisions 

about how best to progress each 

learner.  Responsible staff members 

and assessors can make accurate 

judgements about how an individual is

interacting with the resources 

available.

Increase learner 
engagement

100% visibility of 
learner engagement with 

your resources so you 
always have that live 

understanding of how each 
learner is interacting with 

the relevant materials.

Appeal to a wide range 
of learning styles

Videos, audio files, and
questionnaires can be 
combined with PDF’s 

and online workbooks or 
supporting documents to 
give the learner variety in 

their programme.

Save admin time and 
increase engagement 

Automating the delivery of 
sequences of resources so 
learners only see content 

relevant to their stage in the 
programme. Save time and 
money in the management 
and administration of your 
learning resources. Save 

on the cost of printing and 
distributing traditional 

resources.

Track learners using 
training resources

Make informed and timely 
decisions about how to 

best influence progression. 
The learner and staff 

forums within Communities 
provides enriched user-

to-user interaction.  See if 
a training video has been 
accessed and how many 

times.

e-track 
Communities



A visual, geographic planning and managing 
tool in e-track.
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Designed to analyse the case load and geography of your assessors/

responsible staff member and get the most out of their travelling 

time. See your assessors and their case load by geographic area on 

a map and see how far away the learner is. Move learners from one 

assessor to another and track and predict mileage claims, predict 

and report on cost per visit.  You can report on routes and see where 

assessors have been and who they visited, and analyse the income 

generated per mile travelled.

Geo-Track


